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Abstract—The design of the forthcoming fifth generation (5G)
system shall meet the severe requirement of managing an always
increasing amount of traffic generated by both humans and
machines, while guaranteeing data security. Among the enabling
technologies that will turn 5G into a reality, Device-to-Device
(D2D) and Multicasting will certainly play a key role because of
their capability to largely improve network resources utilization
and to address emerging use cases requiring the delivery of the
same content to a large number of devices. D2D communications
can help to improve traditional point-to-multipoint transmissions
by reducing the multicast coverage area and exploiting properly
selected relay nodes as data forwarders towards users with
worse channel conditions. However, security issues are even more
challenging for D2D connections, as data exchange happens
directly between nodes in proximity. To enhance performance
and security of delivered traffic in 5G-oriented networks, in this
paper we design SeT-D2D (Secure and Trust D2D), according
to which trustworthiness inferred from both direct interactions
and social-awareness parameters is exploited to properly select
relay nodes. Main contributions of our research consist in the
introduction of a model for the assessment of network nodes’
trustworthiness and the implementation of security mechanisms
to protect the data transmitted in D2D communications and the
privacy of the involved users. The conducted simulation campaign
testifies to the ability of the proposed solution to effectively select
relay nodes, which leads to an improved network performance.

Index Terms—5G networks, Device-to-Device (D2D) commu-
nication, Multicasting, Trustworthiness, Security.

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous driving, tactile Internet, virtual and augmented
reality, broadband and media everywhere, seamless connection
of pervasive embedded sensors are just examples of the most
attractive yet challenging use cases that the future fifth-
generation (5G) network will turn into reality. Device-to-
Device (D2D) and Multicasting communications are expected
to play a key role in helping to satisfy the demanding require-
ments of the foreseen use cases. The former, thanks to its
capability to offload cellular data traffic, enhance spectrum
efficiency, and extend cell coverage [1]; the latter, thanks
to its capability to answer the increasing demand for mul-
ticast/broadcast multimedia services (such as, mobile TV, IP
radio broadcasting, and video streaming and downloading) [2].

Multicast transmissions represent the top notch solution to
deliver group-oriented services, since multiple users can be
fed through a single point-to-multipoint (PtM) transmission
by exploiting the broadcast nature of the radio channel. In

order to handle multicast and broadcast services over cellu-
lar networks, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
has standardized the evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast
Service (eMBMS) [3].

Notwithstanding, still significant work must be done in view
of an effective support of multicast/broadcast traffic in 5G
networks. The traditional approach to multicast traffic delivery
in cellular networks is the so-called Conventional Multicast
Scheme (CMS) [4], which guarantees perfect fairness, since
all users are served and receive the same treatment, although it
suffers from poor performance levels because users with good
channel conditions are constrained to the lowest data rate that
cell-edge users can sustain. This is why in several works in
the literature, D2D communications are exploited to improve
the performance of multicast service delivery [5], [6], [7], [8].
An interesting approach to select D2D transmitters, based on
the channel conditions of the links between the D2D peers,
for example, is proposed in [5].

The 5G system leveraging the mentioned solutions is,
however, exposed to severe security threatens. Besides the
magnified risk of security threats due to the huge number
of 5G connected devices, D2D communications can raise
further issues due to the direct connections between devices
in proximity [9]. To make 5G a trustworthy multi-service
platform, resilience, communication security, identity manage-
ment, privacy and security assurance must be provided [10].

In [11], we proposed an algorithm that aims to enhance
performance and security levels of a multicast CMS transmis-
sion. D2D clusters are formed to forward data towards users
with the worst channel conditions, which are excluded from a
direct multicast transmission from the gNodeB (gNB). Relay
nodes (RNs), that forward multicast data sent by the gNB to
users unable to directly receive them, are selected on the basis
of their reputation resulting from their past interactions. In
[12], we tackled the same problem by proposing a reputation
assessment mechanism in which users’ trustworthiness is
evaluated also taking into account the “social” reputation of
the devices within the network.

In the wake of our previous research, in this paper we
introduce a mechanism to effectively deliver trustworthy mul-
ticast/broadcast traffic in 5G-oriented networks, named SeT-
D2D (Secure and Trust D2D). The work in [12] is enhanced
by introducing an accurate method to determine the trustwor-
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thiness of relaying nodes, which have to forward data towards
users with worst channel conditions. In particular, the novelty
is that two contributions are considered in computing node’s
trustworthiness: (i) the one derived from direct interactions,
thus based on the actual behavior of the node following its
selection as a relay node, (ii) and the other based on social
trustworthiness parameters, thus able to give a first evaluation
even in absence of previous interactions. The idea of using
both contributions stems from the fact that, especially in its
early stages, it is very likely that a requester node has not
interacted directly with a service provider (i.e., the RN) in
the past; therefore, the latter is unable to properly evaluate its
maliciousness due to the unavailability of information on its
trustworthiness. This issue is called cold start problem in the
literature, and implies that several interactions have to take
place before a node is able to understand if another node
is malicious or benevolent. To face this problem, we have
designed a trustworthiness model which properly considers
both contributions. Compared to [12], we propose a non-trivial
extension of the trust model that keeps into account several
key parameters for estimating node’s trustworthiness.

Another relevant contribution of this work consists in the
employment of security techniques aimed at protecting the
data transmitted via D2D communications and the privacy of
users involved in the transmission. Namely, data transmitted in
D2D are encrypted by using a symmetric encryption algorithm
for which the two peers generate the secret key by leveraging
the Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange (DHKE) protocol. Further-
more, another innovative factor compared to other existing
works on D2D communications is that user identity privacy is
preserved through the use of Subscription Concealed Identifier
(SUCI) derived from the Subscription Permanent Identifier
(SUPI) according to the 3GPP TS 33.501 [13].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we provide useful background information, at the
basis of our proposal. Section III and IV provide, respectively,
a brief overview of related works in the area of reference
and a detailed description of the proposed SeT-D2D protocol,
while Section V describes the designed trustworthiness model.
Results from our performance analysis are shown in Section
VI. Conclusive remarks are given in the last section.

For the reader convenience, we summarize in Table I the
meaning of all acronyms used in the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. The 5G ecosystem

The future 5G cellular network deployment will involve a
radical change compared to previous generations. A plethora
of innovative technologies are expected to be utilized, thanks
to which novel use-cases will be supported. Based on use
cases’ requirements, three different service categories have
been defined: (i) enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), which
includes services demanding very high peak data rates and
improved Quality of Experience (QoE) (e.g., ultra high defini-
tion TV); (ii) massive machine-type communications (mMTC),

TABLE I
LIST OF ACRONYMS

ARPF Authentication credential Repository and Processing Function
AKA Authentication and Key Agreement
C-LOR Co-Location Object Relationship
CMS Conventional Multicast Scheme
CQI Channel Quality Indicator
C-WOR Co-Working Object Relationship
D2D Device-to-Device
DHKE Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange
EAP Extensible Authentication Protocol
eMBMS evolved Multimedia Broadcast and Multicast Service
eMBB enhanced Mobile Broadband
gNB gNodeB
HMAC Hashed Message Authentication
IMSI International Mobile Subscriber Identity
IoT Internet of Things
MCS Modulation and Coding Scheme
MG Multicast Group
mMTC massive Machine Type Communications
NFV Network Function Virtualization
NR New Radio
OOR Owner Object Relationship
POR Parental Object Relationship
PtM Point-to-Multipoint
P2P Peer-to-Peer
QoE Quality of Experience
RAN Radio Access Network
RN Relay Node
SCC Security Control Class
SIoT Social Internet of Things
SDN Software Defined Networking
SIDF Subscription Identifier De-concealing Function
SOR Social Object Relationship
SR Security Realms
SUCI Subscription Concealed Identifier
SUPI Subscription Permanent Identifier
UE User Equipment
UDM Unified Data Management
URLLC Ultra Reliable and Low Latency Communications
3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project
5G Fifth Generation

which require connectivity for a massive number of energy-
constrained Internet of Things (IoT) devices; (iii) ultra-reliable
and low latency communications (URLLC) supporting the
most stringent requirements in terms of reliability and latency
(e.g., V2X applications) [14], [15]. Thus, “flexibility” shall be
the key design concept in upcoming 5G networks to meet the
diverse requirements of each category. In this view, Software
Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function Virtualiza-
tion (NFV), and Device-to-Device (D2D) communications are
among the more promising enabling technologies that the 5G
system will exploit [16]. In particular, the D2D paradigm
enables two devices to exchange data directly without going
through the network. Countless benefits can be brought by
D2D technology to cellular communications, among which
high data rate, low latency, extension of the network capacity,
energy saving, and network offloading stand out. While on
the one hand the 5G enabling technologies will allow the
network to offer a greater number of services at improved
conditions, on the other hand several new challenges must be
faced, especially regarding network architecture and security.

B. Security issues

The DHKE algorithm is a well-known method for securely
exchanging cryptographic keys, particularly suited to the gen-
eration of a secret between two peers since it requires only



the exchange of information that, even if intercepted, does
not allow an eavesdropper to obtain the secret. A critical
vulnerability of DHKE is the man-in-the-middle attack, in
which a malicious user impersonate a legitimate peer.

The concealment of the SUPI is another important security
mechanism to ensure the protection of user privacy. The 3GPP
specifies that, in order to preserve the subscribers privacy, the
SUPI should not be transferred in clear text over NG-RAN (5G
Radio Access Network) except routing information [13]. Thus,
following 3GPP guidelines, SUCI has to be transmitted during
authentication procedures [13]. It is calculated by encrypting a
part of the SUPI with the Home Network Public Key securely
provisioned by the home network. Only user equipment (UE)
and home network can de-conceal the SUCI to obtain SUPI; in
the home network, the Subscription Identifier De-concealing
Function (SIDF), located at the ARPF/UDM node (Authenti-
cation credential Repository and Processing Function/Unified
Data Management), is responsible for this functionality. The
reference architecture for this work is that described by 3GPP
in [17], from which Fig. 1 is taken, with the addition of
security features and procedures described in [13]. As reported
in [13], only in three cases the protection of the SUPI may
be missing: (i) unauthenticated emergency sessions, (ii) if the
home network has set null-scheme to be used, (iii) if the home
network has not provisioned the public key needed to generate
a SUCI.
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Fig. 1. The reference 5G architecture [17].

C. Evaluating nodes’ trustworthiness

In the research area addressing secure and trusted D2D
communications, the social trustworthiness is considered a
valuable means.

The literature uses the term trustworthiness (in brief, trust)
with a variety of meanings. We have adopted one of its main
interpretations: the reliability trust. The reliability trust is the
subjective probability by which an individual, A, expects that
another individual, B, performs a given action on which its
welfare depends. Two fundamental concepts of the theory of
trustworthiness are: (1) functional trust, that is the trust in the
ability of a node to provide services, and (2) referral trust, that
is the trust in the ability of a node to provide recommendations.
In our scenario, referral trust is not considered, since the
centralized nature of the network architecture makes it lose
meaning. While trustworthiness is a general concept, in our

specific scenario we are interested in the functional trust,
which we refer to with the term service trust for a more
immediate understanding of the concept that it implies. The
service trust (st) is the trustworthiness parameter that we use to
measure the trust in nodes’ ability to provide services. Several
trustworthiness models have been proposed for different tech-
nologies and architectures, ranging from Peer-to-Peer (P2P) to
Internet of Things (IoT) and Social IoT (SIoT).

In the literature regarding the social trustworthiness, a
fundamental parameter is represented by the service integrity
belief (in brief, integrity), that allows to predict the behavior in
future interactions and to obtain a trustworthiness value closer
to Ground truth. In this way, the calculation of trustworthiness
is not based only on the degree to which a node has satisfied
past interactions (i.e., the competence), but also on the devi-
ation in the degree of satisfaction of the recent interactions
with respect to the remote ones (i.e., the integrity).

The decay (or decaying) factor indicates the expiry of data
related to a given transaction. For the computation of the decay
factor, some trustworthiness models consider only a number of
transactions occurred after the one considered (current validity
of the interaction or cardinal contribution), while others con-
sider the time elapsed from the considered transaction (recency
of the interaction or temporal contribution). However, the joint
use of both contributions would allow a better estimate.

In the proposed trustworthiness model, we also keep into
account an indirect contribution for assessing the trust of a
node that, based on various parameters (i.e., relationship factor,
centrality, and intelligence), allows to evaluate the trustworthi-
ness of a node even in the absence of direct interactions. We
will demonstrate that considering both a direct and an indirect
contribution in trust computation allows to mitigate the cold
start problem, as explained in Section I. More details about
how the indirect contribution is measured are given in Section
V.

III. RELATED WORK

A. D2D for multicasting and related security issues

Considered as one of the most important technologies for
turning 5G into a reality, D2D communication has been the
subject of a vast scientific literature [1], [5], [8]. In [5],
D2D technology is presented as the means to improve the
performance of a multicast transmission via the establishment
of direct communications between devices in proximity. Also
in [6], D2D communications are considered highly valuable
to improve content sharing in future 5G cellular networks,
since they can offload traffic from cellular base stations and
guarantee an efficient management of radio resources. The
problem of power and channel allocation to multicast D2D
communications is tackled in [7] where two different solutions
are proposed, both demonstrating the superiority of multicast
D2D performance, especially in terms of throughput. In the
mentioned research, not enough attention has been put on
security, which is of paramount importance for future 5G
networks. As evidence, a security architecture for 5G networks
is defined in [33], where network segments are logically



divided into security realms (SR). For each of them, security
controls that could be implemented are classified in security
control classes (SCC).

Privacy and security issues must be faced to definitely
make D2D a successful technology for 5G systems. In [18],
a thorough analysis on these problems is conducted. First, the
difference between security and privacy concepts is defined.
Then, the requirements to be satisfied in order to guarantee
both security and privacy in D2D communications are listed,
possible attacks identified, and solutions suggested. In [19],
security solutions proposed to improve D2D in 5G networks
are analyzed. In addition, when dealing with D2D security
requirements, threats, and solutions, this work hints at the role
that social relationships could play in this context.

A secure data sharing strategy able to guarantee D2D
privacy and security in LTE-A networks is proposed in [20].
The basic idea is to encrypt data transmitted over the D2D link
by using a symmetric encryption algorithm and generating a
private key, for data encryption and decryption, according to
the DHKE protocol. The strength of this strategy lies in the
intervention of the gNB as a trusted third party that can protect
against malicious behaviors during the execution of the DHKE
algorithm, thus overcoming the man-in-the-middle weakness.
The SeT-D2D algorithm aims to overcome the gaps of this in-
teresting research, providing a twofold contribution. First, until
a node is selected as a D2D transmitter, there is no information
on its nature. Second, once a node is punished because of its
malicious behavior, there is no way to redeem its reputation.
The latter can be a problem when a node that usually performs
efficiently and trustfully is actually itself a victim of attack and
temporary performs some malicious behaviors. From this time
on, it is considered not eligible any more for the role of D2D
transmitter and there is no way to rehabilitate it; if this node
has the potential to be more efficient than others, an avoidable
degradation of communications performance is observed.

B. Social trustworthiness models

The benefits of proximity-based mobile social networking
are discussed in [21]. In [22], devices’ characteristics (such as
brand, type of friendship with other nodes, and computational
capabilities) are considered to compose the social trustworthi-
ness of each node, to the purpose of setting up trustworthy
D2D communications between nodes with a good reputation.
In [23], a paradigm melting social trustworthiness and D2D
communications is introduced to extend the coverage area of
future 5G cells through the use of reliable relays. A framework
that designs the caching based D2D communication scheme
by taking social ties among users and common interests into
consideration is proposed in [24].

The Self-ORganizing Trust (SORT) model for P2P scenarios
is proposed in [25]. Each peer computes the trustworthiness of
other peers based on past interactions and recommendations,
by using only locally available information. In particular,
they measure the trustworthiness in providing services and
in giving recommendations. To evaluate interactions and rec-
ommendations, they use importance, recentness, and peer

satisfaction parameters. The introduction of the concept of
integrity, as “the level of confidence in predictability of future
interactions”, is one of the major contributions of [25]. A flaw
of the model in [25] concerns the decay factor, which only
considers the cardinal contribution.

In [26], the authors present an access service recommen-
dation scheme in a SIoT scenario which considers the social
relationships among things. An energy-aware mechanism is
also proposed to be utilized as a restrictive factor in trustwor-
thiness evaluation. Even the recommendation is based not only
on the past performance but also on the social relationship and
on the energy status of nodes. Also in the model presented in
[26], the decay factor is evaluated as a useful contribution
to the computation of the trustworthiness of the network
nodes. However, only the temporal contribution is considered,
which leads to the previously discussed drawbacks. Another
well-known trust model in P2P systems is Peertrust [27]. It
presents a transaction-based feedback system built on three
basic parameters and two adaptive factors: the feedback that a
peer receives from other peers, the total number of transactions
that a peer performs, the credibility of the feedback sources,
the transaction context factor, and the community context
factor. In [28], the authors propose to use reputation as a
means to establish the reliability trustworthiness of resources
in a P2P scenario. In addition, an approach to manage and
exchange reputations, based on the use of fuzzy techniques,
is presented. A scalable, adaptive, and survivable trust man-
agement protocol in a dynamic IoT environment is designed
and evaluated in [29]. Since entities in an IoT system are
connected via the social networks of the entity owners, a social
IoT based community of interest (CoI) is considered. The
same authors, in [30], propose an adaptive trust management
protocol for SIoT systems in which social relationships evolve
dynamically among the owners of IoT devices. According to
this approach, a social IoT application can adaptively choose
the best trust parameter settings in response to changing IoT
social conditions. Two other noteworthy works are [31] and
[32]. In [31], each node computes the trustworthiness of its
friends on the basis of its own experience and on the opinion
of the friends in common with the potential service provider.
To evaluate the trust level, a feedback system is used and the
credibility, the centrality, and the intelligence of the nodes are
combined. Differently, in [32], information about each node is
distributed and stored by making use of a distributed hash table
structure so that any node can exploit the same information.

C. Main novelties introduced by the proposed trustworthiness
model

The designed trustworthiness model has the main aim
to provide a fine-grain detection of service supply profile
changes. To achieve this goal, we leverage the following
features:
• Both direct and indirect contributions are considered,

which are clearly separated and properly weighted. This
allows greater control over the weight that can be associ-
ated (even dynamically) to each contribution. This choice



derives from the opinion, broadly shared in the literature
[25], [26], [28], [29], [31], [32], that this approach enables
an easy runtime tuning of these two main contributions.
Furthermore, the indirect contribution has been designed
with the aim to mitigate the cold start problem.

• Each parameter contributing to the trust computation
is properly weighted to improve the adaptability to the
considered scenario. This design principle has been used
in [26], [31], [32] for the indirect contribution, and in [25]
for the direct contribution. As an example, weighting the
integrity parameter allows to set possible punishments.
Depending on the reference scenario, the central con-
troller (e.g., the gNB) can decide the degree of harshness
of the punishment given to a relay node providing a bad
service. We demonstrate that, by correctly calibrating the
integrity weight, we obtain the desired decrease of service
trust. In this way, we reach a service trust value closer to
the Ground truth.

• In the computation of the integrity parameter, we propose
to assess how short-term service opinion deviates from
the long-term service opinion. A different approach is
proposed in [25], where the deviation from the average
behaviour is calculated based on the deviation of the
last satisfaction value (associated to the last transaction)
from the average value of satisfaction computed over
past transactions. The motivation behind our choice is
that considering short-term service opinion and long-
term service opinion allows us to obtain the expected
service integrity belief and a service trust very close to
the Ground truth.

• Both the cardinal and the temporal contributions are
considered in the computation of the decaying factor to
its approximation to the Ground truth. In particular, we
are able to better evaluate the temporal decay in scenarios
where the considered interaction is occurred a long time
before (long time interval), although it is among the last
ones occurred (from a cardinal point of view). Further-
more, we are able also to better evaluate the cardinal
decay in scenarios in which many interactions occurred
after the one considered (short time interval), although
this latter is recent. To the best of our knowledge, there
are no models that jointly consider both contributions. In
the literature, only the temporal contribution [26] or only
the cardinal contribution [25] is considered.

IV. PROVIDING TRUSTED D2D COMMUNICATIONS IN
5G-ORIENTED NETWORKS

In our reference scenario, devices located in the same
coverage area are interested in downloading the same data.
Main purpose of the proposed protocol is to optimize the data
delivery from the provider to the network nodes, resorting
to the establishment of secure and trusted D2D communi-
cations. (1) The D2D implementation is finalized to support
the multicast communication and to avoid that a mere CMS
transmission penalizes all the receiving devices, by imposing
to all disadvantageous transmission conditions caused by the

cell-edge nodes. (2) D2D communications are trusted because
an innovative model is introduced to assess the trustworthiness
of potential D2D transmitters, in order to select trustworthy
relay nodes. (3) Security in D2D is fixed, since the privacy
of communicating devices is preserved and data transmitted
are protected through the implementation of a symmetric
encryption algorithm, for which the secret key is generated
according to the DHKE protocol.

In detail, according to the proposed SeT-D2D protocol,
devices with the best channel conditions are served directly
by the gNB through a CMS transmission. Then, data are sent
to cell-edge devices (i.e., those excluded from the multicast
transmission because of their bad channel conditions) through
secure D2D communications. Security is achieved by carefully
selecting the D2D transmitters, referred to as relay nodes,
and the implementation of some security mechanisms (such
as DHKE, Hashed Message Authentication Code (HMAC),
and cryptography) aimed at guaranteeing confidentiality and
integrity to data exchanged between devices in proximity. The
selection parameters considered to choose the best RN for each
D2D communication are: the channel quality indicator relative
to D2D link (i.e., D2D CQI) and the trustworthiness of cell
nodes.

According to the 5G security architecture presented in [33],
we report in Table II the SR-SCC mapping related to our
use case (i.e., secure D2D data transmission). In the access
network domain, the gNB shall be responsible for managing
the credentials of users and protecting their privacy; moreover,
identity of users has to be verified. In the application realm, it
is important to control data destinations since only registered
users shall be affected; furthermore, the true identity of users
shall not be revealed to the applications; therefore, fake identi-
ties could be used to reach them. For an effective management
of the overall network, some security mechanisms have to
be implemented in order to provide information about the
trustworthiness of the system. Finally, the UE realm includes
the “other UE domains” that also cover D2D communications.
Data transmitted during the direct communication between
devices shall be confidential and their integrity be protected. To
this aim, security keys could be used to allow data encryption.
In addition, the privacy of users shall be protected and the
identity of the devices involved in the direct communications
be checked to track any possible malicious behavior. As
regards network and infrastructure & virtualisation, i.e. the
last two realms presented in [33], the security mechanisms we
propose do not affect these network segments, thus no security
control class is reported for them.

The proposed SeT-D2D protocol aims to implement the
reported security controls for each security realm. In the
following, all steps of SeT-D2D are described in detail.

A. Multicast service delivery notification

Initially, the gNB announces the multicast service. It invites
interested users to form the multicast group (MG) by register-
ing to the network.



TABLE II
SECURITY REALMS-SECURITY CONTROL CLASSES MAPPING FOR THE REFERENCE USE CASE.

Security realms (SR) Security control classes (SCC) Security control examples
ACCESS NETWORK Authentication, Identity and Access Man-

agement, Privacy
Credentials management, privacy protection, identi-
ties checks.

APPLICATION Identity and Access Management, Privacy Data destinations controls, use of fake identities for
privacy protection.

MANAGEMENT Trust and Assurance Knowledge of system trustworthiness.
USER EQUIPMENT Confidentiality, Integrity, Authentication,

Privacy, Non-Repudiation
Security keys management, data encryption, D2D
users identities checks, D2D users privacy protection.

NETWORK
INFRASTRUCTURE & VIRTUALISATION

B. Registration & Authentication

Users must register to enjoy the multicast service notified by
the gNB. Mutual authentication between UE and network is a
primary requirement to ensure the security of both. Thus, we
assume that the authentication procedure described by 3GPP
in [13] is implemented in our SeT-D2D algorithm. According
to [13], Extensible Authentication Protocol for Authentication
and Key Agreement’ (EAP-AKA’) and 5G AKA are the
protocols supported for the mutual authentication between
UE and network. In particular, the ARPF/UDM node selects
the proper authentication method for the user based on its
SUPI and the subscription data. As already mentioned in the
previous sections, the subscriber privacy is protected through
the concealment of its permanent identifier to eavesdroppers
on the air interface; the SUCI is transmitted in its place for
this purpose. The likelihood of the occurrence of a SUPI
catching attack is much lower than that of IMSI catching [34],
nonetheless 3GPP states that, in some cases, SUPI could be
exposed to attackers (see Section III). For the scope of this
work, we assume that users are always identified by their SUCI
in the air interface, so the privacy of their identity is protected.

C. CQI collection

The network needs information from users about the condi-
tions of their channels to decide which devices to serve through
the multicast transmission and which via D2D communica-
tions. During this step, each device belonging to the MG sends
to gNB its CQI values, concerning both its connection with
gNB and the D2D links to its neighbors.

D. Trustworthiness parameters collection

The trustworthiness model proposed in this work fore-
sees the setting of some parameters concerning the “social
state” of network nodes. During this step, cell nodes send
to the gNB the information necessary to assess their trust-
worthiness in absence of direct interactions with the other
nodes. Details on the model will be provided later, for now
we point out that each device i communicates the follow-
ing trustworthiness parameters: its relationship factors (i.e.,
Fij ∀j friend of i in the cell), information to compute its
centrality (i.e., Rij), and information on its intelligence (i.e.,
Ii). The last term mainly refers to the computation capabilities
of the device and it is better discussed in Section V.

E. Multicast and D2D configuration selection

Thanks to the collected information, the gNB can plan:
(i) the set of registered UEs to serve through the multicast
transmission via CMS; (ii) the Modulation and Coding Scheme
(MCS) to use for the multicast transmission in the CMS
coverage area; (iii) the set of registered UEs to serve via D2D
communications because of their bad channel conditions; (iv)
the served UEs which can act as RNs by forwarding data
towards the cell-edge users, thus forming the D2D pairs.

Pseudocode shown in Table III illustrates the sequence of
steps executed to select the best multicast and D2D configu-
ration.

TABLE III
MULTICAST AND D2D CONFIGURATION SELECTION IN SET-D2D.

1: Data: U,CQI,CQIc, CQId, SF, F,R, I, threshold
2: Result: Um, P d,MDC
3: for all c ∈ CQI do
4: for all u ∈ U do
5: if CQIcu ≤ c then
6: Insert u in Um

7: end if
8: end for
9: for all r ∈ U \ Um do

10: Find s ∈ Um|CQIdrs 6= 0
11: Compute strs(SF, F,R, I) . According to Eq. 8
12: if strs ≥ threshold then
13: Insert s in PRr

14: else
15: s is not a possible transmitter for r
16: end if
17: for all p ∈ PRr do
18: Find max(CQIdrp)

19: Update P d

20: Insert r in Ud

21: end for
22: end for
23: if Um ∪ Ud = U then
24: Insert MDCc in MDC . MDCc is related to CQI=c
25: end if
26: end for
27: Find m ∈MDC|THRm is max

Variables that are used are:
• U, the set of registered UEs;
• CQI, the set of all CQIs (i.e., [1, 15]);
• CQIc, the set of cellular CQIs of registered UEs (e.g.,
CQIcu is the cellular CQI for UE u);



• CQId, the set of D2D CQIs between nearby UEs in the
cell (e.g., CQIdrs is the D2D CQI between UEs r and s);

• SF, the set of satisfaction factors sfij related to the D2D
pairs that interacted;

• F, the set of Fij related to pairs of UEs for whom there
is some kind of social relationship;

• R, the set of Rij of registered UEs;
• I, the set of Ii of registered UEs;
• threshold, is established to assess the eligibility of possi-

ble D2D pairs;
• Um, the set of registered UEs to serve in multicast;
• P d, the set of D2D pairs;
• MDC, the set of eligible multicast and D2D configura-

tions;
• U \Um, the set resulting from the difference between the

sets U and Um;
• strs, the service trust value between UEs r and s;
• PRr, the set of possible D2D relays for user r;
• Ud, the set of users that can be served in D2D as a

transmitter is found for them;
• THR, representing throughput (e.g., THRm is the

throughput related to configuration m).

The multicast and D2D configuration selection is accom-
plished through an iterative procedure. First, the gNB sorts the
received cellular CQI values from the lowest to the highest.
Then, it analyzes every possible CQI value and, for each,
determines the subset of UEs which can decode the data
transmitted with the correspondent MCS and the subset of
UEs which, differently, are in worst channel conditions and
must be served through D2D communications (lines 3-8). The
selection of the most suitable D2D transmitters is the heart
of our proposal. The gNB has stored information about the
D2D CQIs of cell nodes; thus, it knows what the potential
RNs for each D2D receiver could be. For each of them, it
computes the value of service trust to have a measure of their
trust in the ability in providing services (lines 9-11), as will
be detailed in Section V. At this point, it classifies as “not
eligible” the devices for which the service trust is not at least
equal to an established threshold (lines 12-16). Among the
remaining ones, the gNB selects, for each D2D receiver, the
device with the highest D2D CQI towards it, i.e. the most
efficient one (lines 17-21). As a consequence, D2D pairs are
formed. This procedure is performed for each analyzed CQI
value, in order to investigate all possible configurations. The
term “configuration” indicates the set of nodes to be served in
multicast and those to be served in D2D, which depends on
the MCS selected for the CMS transmission. Among all the
eligible configurations (i.e., those in which all UEs, belonging
to the MG, are able to receive data), the gNB finally selects
the one that guarantees the maximization of transmission
performance (lines 23-27).

Once the selection of multicast and D2D configuration is
accomplished, the operations aimed at securing D2D commu-
nications are carried out.

F. D2D initialization

The D2D receiver (in the following referred as UEi), which
wants to receive data, sends an initialization message to the
gNB to communicate its identity (i.e., SUCI) and the key
generated for the implementation of the DHKE algorithm. In
this message and also in those to follow, the use of message
authentication (i.e., HMAC) is envisioned for the integrity and
authentication of transmitted data.

G. D2D pair announcement

After receiving the initialization message, the gNB verifies
that the identity of the requesting UE is among those pre-
viously registered to the network. In positive case, the gNB
communicates to each device of the D2D pair the identity of
the other peer. Furthermore, it sends to the relay node, UEj ,
the key previously received by UEi, that it will need for the
generation of the encryption key through the DHKE algorithm.

H. Data transmission

The gNB must sign data, before starting the multicast trans-
mission to cell nodes, in order to attest their origin. The gNB
computes the signature by applying a public hash function
(H) to the data to be transmitted (D) and by encrypting the
resulting digest with its private key (pk): σ1 = Hpk1(D). After
that, it sends data to users with the best channel conditions,
using CMS. UEj , which has received data sent by the gNB,
has to forward it to the previously notified D2D receiver;
therefore, it carries out all the operations aimed at securing the
D2D communication. It selects the key to be sent to the gNB
so that UEi can generate, via the DHKE algorithm, the secret
key used to encrypt data. After that, the RN itself generates the
secret key and encrypts data. Eventually, UEj signs encrypted
data and sends them to UEi: σj = Hpkj

(D′), where pkj is
the private key of UEj and D’ is the encrypted data.

I. Data check

After data reception from the RN, UEi must ensure that
data comes from the transmitter previously announced by the
gNB. If so, in order to accomplish the DHKE procedure and to
obtain the plaintext, it requires to the gNB the key previously
selected by UEj . It is worth mentioning that, in the traditional
DHKE algorithm, non-secret keys are exchanged directly
between the communicating peers. Instead, in SeT-D2D the
key exchange is mediated by the gNB, which represents a
trusted third party. This helps in avoiding man-in-the-middle
attacks that represent the main vulnerability of DHKE.

Data are accepted by UEi if and only if their origin is
verified through the gNB’s signature check (if this signature
is not valid, then data may have been tampered by UEj).
In any case, UEi must send to the gNB a report in order
to communicate some parameters on the quality of the trans-
mission and, possibly, to report the fabrication of the original
data, thus allowing the gNB to identify the attacker. The gNB
waits for the report for an established waiting period. If it
receives a report which announces a data security breach, then
it checks by its own the information reported by UEi. If the



data breach is actually occurred and if the gNB ensures that
data were sent by UEj , then the gNB sets to 0 the good
transmission flag (gtf lij) related to the l transmission from
UEj to UEi, in order to indicate that the D2D communication
has not been successful. The same thing happens if the gNB
does not receive any report by the end of the waiting period.
On the contrary, if the report received from UEi indicates a
well completed D2D transmission, the gNB sets to 1 the gtf lij .

All steps of the proposed protocol are depicted in Fig. 2.
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Secure D2D communication
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Fig. 2. The SeT-D2D protocol.

V. TRUSTWORTHINESS MODEL

In this section, we will describe the trustworthiness model
we designed to allow the selection of trustworthy nodes acting
as relays, and to establish secure D2D communications. In
the scenario under analysis, the gNB operates as a central
controller that is able to assess whether the RN has transmitted
data correctly or not (i.e., if it exhibits a malicious behavior or
not). The main problem in such a scenario is that, especially in
the early stages, there is no information on the trustworthiness
of the service provider (i.e., the RN). In fact, a requester node
that never interacted directly with a RN is not able to make
a judgment on it. Moreover, before being able to understand
the true nature of the RN (if it is a malicious or benevolent
node), several interactions will have to take place. In short, the
system is affected by the cold start problem, which we cope
to by designing a trustworthiness model including not only
a direct contribution, accounting for the direct interactions
between nodes, but also an indirect contribution, accounting
for structural and social properties independent of the transac-
tions (interactions) between the nodes. For this reason, even in
the absence of previous transactions, it is already possible to
evaluate the maliciousness of the provider and, consequently,
to reduce the cold start problem.

In the trustworthiness realm, with the term functional trust
the ability of a node to provide services [35] is meant. In this
paper, in adopting the nomenclature used in [25], we refer to
the functional trust with the term service trust for a more
immediate understanding of the concept that it implies. In
turn, service trust can be divided into direct service trust and
indirect service trust [35].

The direct service trust is measured through the opinion of
the requester that directly interacted with the provider in the
past and, thus, can judge its ability in providing the requested
service. The indirect service trust results from the evaluation
of the service that the RN has indirectly provided, i.e., through
the opinions of the nodes that have already directly interacted
with the service provider. Since in our scenario the gNB
works as a trusted third party, the indirect service trust (and,
more specifically, the service reputation) results from the real
behaviour of the provider j in all the past transactions in which
j has provided a service. In a general trustworthiness model,
also the concept of referral trust (named recommendation trust
in [25]), that is the trust in the ability of a node to provide
recommendations, can be included. In our scenario, referral
trust is not analyzed since the centralized nature of the network
architecture makes it lose meaning. For more details on the
referral trust the reader can refer to [25], [35].

In order to model the service trust, we must first introduce
some factors, described by using concepts of graph theory.
With i and j we represent two nodes of the graph and with l
the interaction (transaction) that occurs between them.

The first step is to find a way to evaluate the interaction
between the specific pair of nodes i, j. Generally, in the
literature, there are three parameters necessary to achieve this
goal. The first factor is sf lij that represents the satisfaction
of i’s lth interaction with j. This contribution allows a node
i to provide an evaluation of the service it has received by
the provider j [25], [26], [27], [31], [32]. Since, in our case,
the gNB is a central entity able to assess whether the RN has
transmitted data correctly or not, we consider:

sf lij = gtf lij (1)

where gtf lij is the good transmission flag for the specific
interaction l between node i and node j. We recall that gtf lij
assumes a value of 1 if the interaction between i and j is
successful, 0 otherwise.

Generally, the satisfaction sf lij can also keep into account
other factors in addition to the contribution of security, such as
throughput TP l

ij and delay Dl
ij . In such a case, the expression

of sf lij is the following:

sf lij = χgtf lij + ψTP l
ij + σDl

ij (2)

We decided to consider Eq. 1 for computing the satisfaction
of the interaction to specifically focus on security. In fact, by
assigning the good transmission flag calculated by the gNB
as the satisfaction value, we have a correct and objective
evaluation of the occurred data transmission.



The second parameter needed to evaluate the transaction
between the specific pair of nodes i and j is sωl

ij , that
represents the importance (or relevance) of i’s lth interaction
with j. It is used to discriminate important transactions from
irrelevant ones [25], [26], [27], [31], [32].

The last term to consider for evaluating the interaction is
sδlij , that represents the decaying factor of i’s lth interaction
with j [25], [26]. Looking at Eq. 3, with shij we mean the
size of i’s service (interaction) history with j, that is the total
number of interactions occurred between i and j [25], while
l represents the number of the current interaction between i
and j. In particular, the decaying factor is expressed as:

sδlij =


µ

l

shij
+ ν

1

ln(|t− tI |)
, for ln(|t− tI |) > 1

µ
l

shij
+ ν, otherwise

(3)

where t is the actual time and tI is the occurrence time
(generation time) of this interaction. We must also impose
the existence condition of the logarithm, that is |t − tI | > 0.
Variable µ and ν represent the weights of the two contributes
and must be set on the basis of the scenario under investiga-
tion. In particular, the first contribution of the decaying factor
takes into account the number of interactions occurred after
the one under analysis (current validity of the interaction),
while the second contribution accounts for the time elapsed
from the considered interaction (recency of the interaction).
The first term is derived from [25], while the second from
[26]. In particular, the first contribute is important in scenarios
in which many interactions occur in a short time interval. In
fact, even if an interaction took place recently, since other
interactions occurred later, it may be not consistent with the
current situation. The second contribution has been added
because it can allow to account also for cases where not
many interactions occur. In these scenarios, the interaction
considered may be the last occurred between that specific
pair of nodes, but the same can be no longer trustworthy if it
happened a long time ago. By merging these two contributions,
as explained above, we expect to obtain a decaying factor that
can more accurately consider both the decay phenomena.

So far we have described the parameters that underlie the
calculation of the direct contribution of service trust. As previ-
ously discussed, one of the main benefits of the trustworthiness
model is that it allows to evaluate the trustworthiness of a
node even in the absence of direct transactions, by means of
the parameters contained in the indirect contribution.

The first term included in the indirect contribution of the
service trust is Fij , that is the relationship factor indicating the
type of relation that connects i with j [31], [32]. It represents
a unique characteristic of the SIoT. We briefly describe the
types of existing social relationships [36]. The Owner Object
Relationships (OORs) are established between two objects
that belong to the same owner. In this kind of relation, it
is very unlikely to find a malicious node. The Co-Location
Object Relationships (C-LORs) connect domestic objects, the

Co-Working Object Relationships (C-WORs) link objects of
the same workplace. The Social Object Relationships (SORs)
are established between objects that meet occasionally. The
Parental Object Relationships (PORs) are created between
objects of the same model. The process of establishment of
these relationships precedes the interactions, as it is mainly
based on the number and duration of previous contacts oc-
curring between the devices. We used SWIM simulator [37]
to generate traces of people’s mobility. It has been properly
modified to obtain traces of the mobility of devices owned by
people. A trustworthiness value has been associated with each
social relation as shown in Table IV, according to [31].

TABLE IV
SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS TRUSTWORTHINESS POSSIBLE VALUES.

Relationship Description Trust
OOR Objects owned by the same person 0.9
C-LOR Objects sharing experiences 0.8
C-WOR Objects sharing public experiences 0.8
SOR Objects in contact for owner’s relations 0.6
POR Objects with production relations 0.5
No relationship 0.1

The second term of the indirect contribution is also of a
social nature and is Rij =

|Kij |
|Ni| , that is the centrality of j

in the life of i, where |Kij | represents the common friends
between i and j, and |Ni| is the neighborhood of node i [31],
[32]. This term is very important because if a node has many
relationships, it is expected to assume a central role in the
network in terms of leadership, efficiency in problem solving,
and personal satisfaction of participants. Furthermore, if two
nodes have many friends in common, it is likely that they have
similar evaluation parameters about building relationships.

The third parameter of the indirect contribution of the
service trust is Ij , that is the intelligence of j, representing its
computational capabilities [31], [32]. It is a static characteristic
of the objects since it does not vary over the time, but depends
only on the type of the object considered. We expect that a
smart object has more capabilities to cheat with respect to a
“dummy” object, and can lead to riskier transactions.

As stated in Section IV, UEi will send to the gNB the Fij

and Rij values related to each of its neighbors. Furthermore,
it sends its own Ii value.

The last term of the indirect contribution is service reputa-
tion srj , that we will better explain at the end of the section.

Now we introduce two direct contributions: the competence
belief and the integrity belief. The service competence belief
measures how well an acquaintance satisfied the needs of past
interactions [25].

scbij =

∑shij

l=1 (sf
l
ijsω

l
ijsδ

l
ij)∑shij

l=1 (sω
l
ijsδ

l
ij)

(4)

This term is fundamental because it stores the past history
of the transactions occurred between each pair of nodes. In
fact, we recall that shij is the size of i’s service (interaction)
history with j, that is the total number of interactions occurred



between i and j, while l represents the number of the current
interaction between i and j.

The service integrity belief is the level of confidence in the
predictability of future interactions [25].

sibij =

√√√√ 1

shij

shij∑
1

(SOrec
ij − SOlon

ij )2 (5)

Small values of integrity translate into a more predictable
behavior of j in future interactions. The idea is to consider not
only the degree to which a node has satisfied past interactions,
but also the deviation in the degree of satisfaction of the recent
interactions with respect to the remote ones. The concept of
predicting the degree of satisfaction of future interactions is
found in literature in Bayesian Systems and Belief Theory
models (including Subjective Logic [35]). These models use
the Probability Density Function (PDF) and the Expected
Values of PDFs. A less complex way to try to calculate
predictability of future interactions is by using the standard
deviation [25]. The novelty introduced in this model is to
use the standard deviation for calculating the predictability
of future interactions and to consider the service opinion long
as the mean value. The advantage is that this method is simple
and allows us greater control. Furthermore, it does not resort to
complex formulas (like Bayesian Theory and Belief Theory),
which also include other parameters such as uncertainty.

The two terms we use to calculate service integrity belief
are service opinion long and service opinion recent as in [31],
[32]. They can be expressed as:

SOlon
ij =

∑Llon

l=1 (sf lijsω
l
ijsδ

l
ij)∑Llon

l=1 (sωl
ijsδ

l
ij)

(6)

SOrec
ij =

∑Lrec

l=1 (sf lijsω
l
ijsδ

l
ij)∑Lrec

l=1 (sωl
ijsδ

l
ij)

(7)

They represent the long-term and the short-term service
opinion of i about j and they are based on the satisfaction of i
with respect to the services provided by j. Llon represents the
long-term opinion temporal window and Lrec the short-term
opinion, with Llon > Lrec and l indexes from the latest to the
oldest transaction.

Now we are ready to calculate the service trust between
nodes i and j (stij):

stij =

(
log(shij + 1)

1 + log(shij + 1)

)
(β1scbij − β2sibij)+

+

(
1

1 + log(shij + 1)

)
(γsrj + εFij + ζRij + θ(1− Ij))

(8)
In particular, we have used the following structure in the

previous formula:
α ∗DirectExperience+ β ∗ IndirectExperience

where α grows and β decreases with the number of inter-
actions. Values of α and β are taken from the literature [31].

Thanks to this structure, as the number of interactions
increases, we will assign an increasing weight to the direct
experience contribution. A similar structure is used in [25],
[26], [28], [29], [31], [32]. In the direct experience contri-
bution, the first term (service competence belief) corresponds
to the direct functional trust; while in the indirect experience
contribution, the first term (srj service reputation) corresponds
to the indirect functional trust [35]. In order to ensure that stj
assumes values between 0 and 1, the sum of the constants of
both the direct and indirect contributions will be equal to 1.

As previously discussed, in the contribution of indirect
experience, we also consider parameters, such as relationship
factor, centrality, and intelligence, that allow us to calculate
the service trust even in the absence of direct interactions [31],
[32], in order to partially solve the cold start problem.

The last term constituting the indirect contribution of the
service trust is the service reputation srj . Generally, a node
can get information about the ability in providing service of j
by asking the opinion to other nodes that have already received
a service from j. In particular, in distributed scenarios, service
reputation can be calculated by considering only the subjective
opinion of a specific subset of nodes to which j has already
provided a service. Often, this subset is the neighborhood of
the requester node i since there is no trusted third party.

In our scenario, the gNB works as a central controller
and computes the service reputation by considering the real
behaviour of the provider j as:

srj =
1

nj

|Nj |∑
g=1

(sfgj) (9)

where |Nj | is the set of nodes that have already interacted
with j and nj is the total number of transactions in which j
has supplied a service.

As can be seen from the structure of the designed model, we
do not decide to insert a threshold to definitively exclude the
nodes that did not behave trustworthy, for several reasons. First
of all, in any case the model will tend to naturally assign low
values of service trust to malicious nodes, thus excluding them
(not definitively) even without using a threshold. A second
reason is that, unlike threshold-based models, our model is
able to recover the benevolent nodes which behaved badly for
a few interactions (for example, because they are temporarily
infected by viruses). Obviously, the recovery process is not
immediate and depends on the past history of the node (past
interactions of the node). The increase in service trust is
gradual and dependent on the behavior of the node. We
conclude by showing in Table V the weights of the parameters
used to carry out the simulations. These values are relaying
on existing works [25], [31], [32].

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We tested the performance of the proposed protocol via the
Matlab tool.



TABLE V
VALUES OF THE WEIGHTS OF PARAMETERS.

Weight Parameter Value
β1 Competence 1
β2 Integrity 0.5
γ Reputation 0.5
ε Relationship Factor 0.175
ζ Centrality 0.175
θ Intelligence 0.15

The considered scenario consists of 100 devices uniformly
distributed in a 100 m x 100 m cell. Inside the multicast group,
including all terminals, a portion of devices is served according
to a CMS approach, while those in worst channel conditions
receive data via D2D connections. A New Radio (NR) frame
with transmission numerology µ = 0 is considered in the
simulations, that is a frame with 15 KHz subcarrier spacing
composed by 10 slots, each lasting 1 ms. A bandwidth of
20 MHz with 100 RBs is available. The NR frame used in
the simulations consists of six slots in format 0, three slots in
format 1, and one slot in format 2, organized as in a TDD LTE
frame type 2 configuration 3. The Inband D2D mode is chosen,
therefore uplink slots are reserved to D2D communications. In
downlink slots, the multicast transmission takes place.

The following metrics are used to assess the performance
of the proposed protocol:
• Percentage of wasted capacity on the D2D link caused

by the selection of untrustworthy transmitters.
• Mean number of non-corrupted received kbits, which

indicates the amount of data correctly downloaded in
D2D, as transmitted by non-malicious relays.

• Percentage of malicious relay selection, computed as the
percentage of frames, over all simulation time, in which
at least one malicious relay has been selected.
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Fig. 3. Mean number of non-corrupted received kbits under varying mali-
ciousness threshold.

In the following, before discussing the performance offered
by the proposed mechanism, we briefly demonstrate how
some features introduced in our trustworthiness model can
help in overcoming the drawbacks pointed out in Section

III. Then, we will show, the performance enhancement that
the proposed SeT-D2D protocol can provide with respect to:
(i) exploiting only information derived from past interactions,
thus regarding security (Se-D2D), and (ii) a security- and trust-
unaware algorithm (D2D). Note that the Se-D2D comparison
protocol corresponds to those defined in [20], while the
D2D protocol represents a legacy D2D communication. In
the remainder of the Section, we analyze in details how the
proposed approach works under two different kinds of attack
model. In case of on-off attacks (inspired by [38]), malicious
nodes exhibit their malevolent nature only during on periods.
Differently, receiver-selective attacks reflect the case of a node
that behaves maliciously only toward specific receivers.

As stated in Sec. V, only nodes with an st value higher
than a predetermined threshold are considered as possible relay
nodes. Fig. 3 shows the results of an experimental analysis we
carried out with the aim to define the most appropriate value
of such a threshold. Since, under all analyzed percentages
of malicious nodes (ranging from 15% to 60%), the mean
number of non-corrupted received kbits reaches the highest
value around the threshold value of 0.3, in all simulations
results that will be shown in the following the threshold is set
to this value. As expected, Fig. 3 also allows to appreciate that
higher amount of non-corrupted data is delivered to receiver
nodes under lower percentage of malicious nodes.

A. Proof of concept of the trustworthiness model

We first focus on the calculation of the service integrity
belief sibij measured by node i by referring to the service
received by provider j (see Eq. 5). Similarly to [25], we
follow an approach based on the standard deviation since it
is simpler than the Bayesian and Belief models and allows
greater control. In Fig. 4, we compare our approach in case
service integrity belief is calculated according to Eq. 5 or
with the SORT integrity formula proposed in [25]. We analyze
the ideal case in which node j always provides an excellent
service (i.e., sf is always equal to 1 and corresponds to the
Ground truth). In such a condition, since the deviation in the
degree of satisfaction of recent interactions with respect to
the remote ones is null, node i expects that j exhibits the
same behavior shown in the past. By looking at Fig. 4, we
can appreciate that, by using SORT, we tend to overestimate
the service integrity belief and underestimate the service trust.
Differently, the adoption of our model allows to obtain the
expected service integrity belief (the curve is always equal to
0) and a service trust very close to the Ground truth. Similar
conclusions can be drawn also in non-ideal scenarios (i.e.,
when node j does not always provide satisfactory services).

Let us focus on the decaying factor sδlij of the l − th
transaction between node i and provider j (see Eq. 3). We
remark that, in the literature, some models (such as [25])
consider only the cardinal contribution that keeps into account
the number of transactions occurred after the considered one
(current validity of the interaction), while other research works
(such as [26]) focus only on the temporal contribution related
to the time elapsed from the l− th transaction (recency of the
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interaction). With the aim to provide a good approximation of
the decaying factor, our model considers both contributions.
We analyze two scenarios in which 10 transactions take place
either in a short time interval (Fig. 5(a)) or in a long time
interval (Fig. 5(b)), respectively. In the “short time interval”
scenario, a transaction takes place every 0.01 s. Differently,
in the “long time interval” scenario there is a pause of
3600 s between the fifth and the sixth transaction. In both
cases, we assume that only the last five transactions have
sf = 1 (i.e., node i evaluates the service received by j in
the last five transactions satisfactory). Fig. 5(a) shows that,
when considering only the cardinal contribution (µ = 1, ν
= 0), the weight of last 5 transactions increases compared
to the case in which only the temporal contribution is taken
into account (µ = 0, ν = 1). The third curve, lying in the
middle, represents the case in which both contributions are
considered and weights µ and ν are set, as an example, to
0.5. Differently, by looking at Fig. 5(b), we can infer that
the temporal contribution alone (µ = 0, ν = 1) makes the
last 5 transactions more relevant. The straightforward reason
for this behaviour is that, in scenarios wherein the considered
transaction is recent in time, although followed by several
further interactions (i.e. the situation represented by our “short
time interval” scenario), models that keep into account only
the temporal contribution could reduce the decay factor since
they evaluate only the recency of the interaction. However,
the likely high number of interactions occurred after the
considered one might have led to changes that the temporal
contribution alone is unable to catch. Indeed, in this case
accounting also for the cardinal contribution would make our
model more effective. Differently, in scenarios in which the
considered interaction is not recent, although it is among the
last ones occurred (i.e. the situation represented by our “long
time interval” scenario), a higher weight given to the temporal
contribution could increase the effectiveness of the model.
We can conclude that both the decay contributions should be
accounted for and that, in doing so, the proposed solution
becomes flexible enough to allow getting all intermediate
performance levels that lie in between the two limit cases
represented above. This is achieved by properly setting the
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Fig. 5. (a) Short time interval scenario, and (b) Long time interval scenario.

weigths µ and ν in the calculation of the decay factor.
As a final remark, it is worth stressing that our proposed

trust model is explicitly designed for SIoT scenarios. Thanks
to the presence of the intelligence, centrality, and relationship
factor parameters, it allows the calculation of an indirect
contribution even in the total absence of transactions (i.e. in
the absence of service reputation), which makes it possible to
mitigate the cold start problem. This will emerge in Fig.s 6,
7 of Section VI, from the comparison between Se-D2D and
SeT-D2D. Besides, it gives weights to parameters so as to
allow a greater adaptability to the considered scenarios. This
last advantage emerges in Fig. 11 of Section VI.

B. Proof of concept of the SeT-D2D protocol

Fig. 6 shows the benefits that the proposed SeT-D2D can
bring with respect to Se-D2D and D2D in terms of mean
number of non-corrupted received kbits (Fig. 6(a)), percentage
of wasted capacity (Fig. 6(b)) and percentage of malicious
relay selection (Fig. 6(c)) for an increasing percentage of
malicious nodes. Plots show that utilizing information deriving
from security is of primary importance and that a further
considerable performance enhancement can be achieved when
social trustworthiness is also kept into account. In fact, SeT-
D2D protocol is able to deliver the highest amount of non-
corrupted kbits, thus leading to the lowest percentage of
wasted capacity, thanks to the infrequent selection of malicious
relay nodes.

To further prove the effectiveness of the proposed SeT-D2D
protocol, we present in Fig. 7 an analysis under increasing



file dimension, representative of the performance that our
proposal could assure in different use cases, ranging from
alert messaging to file downloading. Results testify that, for
all considered file dimensions, SeT-D2D exhibits the best
performance in terms of both mean number of non-corrupted
received kbits (Fig. 7(a)) and percentage of wasted capacity
(Fig. 7(b)). We also point out that this last metric is insensitive
to file dimension while the former shows an increasing trend.

C. Analysis of on-off attacks

A malicious D2D transmitter could follow different attack
models. In the following analysis, the response of the trust-
worthiness model presented in our work is shown under three
different attack rates (i.e., 30%, 50%, and 80%), indicating the
percentage of simulations over the total number of executed
runs in which the relay acts maliciously against all its re-
ceivers. These are referred as on-off attacks. Attack simulations
can be consecutive or have an irregular pattern.

In case of consecutive attacks, the node could exhibit its
malicious behavior after a period of time in which it hides its
real nature by avoiding to carry out any attacks. Vice versa,
it could behave maliciously initially, then moving to a good
behavior. Fig.s 8 show how stij evolves over time for the D2D
pair ij that interacted during all simulations. The relay node
behaves correctly when the attack model profile is equal to 1.
Contrarily, it performs a malicious behaviour when the profile
is equal to 0. Two complementary attack models are analyzed.
In the first one, the malicious transmitter initially performs a
good behavior and then attacks all its receivers for a number of
simulations related to each attack rate (Fig.s 8(a), (b), and (c)).
The opposite attack profile is considered in Fig.s 8(d), (e), and
(f). All graphs show a trend in the value of the service trust
that is consistent with the evolution of the attack model, as the
value of stij grows as long as the relay transmits data correctly,
and begins to decrease when it exhibits its malicious nature.
This proves that the proposed trustworthiness model produces
a service trust value that reflects the nature of the node, thus
representing an effective estimate of node’s trustworthiness.

Fig. 9 shows the trend of stij under an irregular attack
model characterized by a discontinuous behavior of the mali-
cious relay due to frequent transition from correct to corrupted
D2D transmission. Also this figure demonstrates that the
proposed trustworthiness model is able to produce a service
trust value that is coherent with the attack model profile.

Fig. 10 is a further proof that the trustworthiness model
reacts well to both types of attack model (consecutive and
irregular) since, by varying the attack rate, the amount of non-
corrupted data delivered to the D2D receiver is similar in the
two cases.

A further test of the trustworthiness model responsiveness to
on-off attacks is done by simulating a periodic attack model in
which the malicious relay alternates a good and a bad behavior
at regular intervals. Fig. 11 depicts how stij evolves when
different β2 values are used to weigh the integrity of the D2D
interacting couple. As discussed in Sec. V, when evaluating
the direct experience in the interaction between receiver i and

malicious relay j, a proper decrease in the value of stij is
guaranteed by an appropriate proportion between competence
(i.e., scbij) and integrity (i.e., sibij) values of the D2D pair
(Eq. 8). The higher the value of β2, the greater the decrease
in stij . This may not be an advantage when a node manifests
a single malicious behavior, not necessarily intentional, as its
trust value falls considerably, making its recovery very slow.
With this analysis we point out that the choice of the β2
weight is very important and must be made based on the type
of application and the severity to be attributed to incorrect
behaviors. In all other simulations, β2 is set to 0.5.

D. Analysis of receiver-selective attacks

Unlike on-off attacks, with receiver-selective attacks, a
malicious relay exhibits its bad nature at any time but not
with all data recipients. Purpose of this analysis is to observe
the effect of these attacks on the reputation of the malicious
node and, consequently, on the evaluation of its service trust.

The curves in Fig.s 12 represent the service trust value
referred to the interacting pairs in all executed simulations.
Fig. 12(a) shows the trend of stij for the pair ij, where j is
the malicious relay and i is its only victim receiver among the
three receivers that it serves. Differently, in Fig. 12(b), stwj

is computed between the malicious relay j and the non-victim
receiver w. By looking at Fig.s 12, we can see that stij has
a trend which depends on the behavior that the relay exhibits
with the peer. In fact, the gNB calculates for non-victim node
(see Fig. 12(b)) a service trust value that is substantially higher
than the one computed for the victim node (see Fig. 12(a)),
due to the different direct contribution values. This proves
that the higher the information available regarding security,
the lower the influence of reputation on service trust and
that our mechanism is able to fastly provide a differentiated
estimation of the real malicious/non-malicious nature of the
relay to victim and non-victim nodes, respectively.

E. Security analysis

This section is aimed at highlighting the security assurances
that the SeT-D2D protocol offers. Similar security analysis are
also conducted in [20], [39], [40].

Thanks to the implementation of a symmetric encryption
algorithm and a secure key agreement between the peers,
confidentiality and integrity of data transmitted in D2D com-
munications are ensured. Thus, data remain confidential (i.e.,
not understandable by unauthorized parties) and integral (i.e.,
not modifiable by those who do not have the key).

As previously explained, a secret key is generated by both
the D2D transmitter and receiver through the DHKE protocol
and is used for the encryption/decryption of data sent over
D2D links. The DHKE algorithm allows resistance to attacks
by eavesdroppers, since it ensures that the generated secret
key is not intercepted by malicious users.

By employing the gNB as a trusted third party in the
interactions between the D2D peers, the SeT-D2D protocol
also ensures resistance to man-in-the-middle attacks, which
represent the DHKE’s main vulnerability.
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Fig. 6. (a) Mean number of non-corrupted received kbits, (b) percentage of wasted capacity, and (c) percentage of malicious relay selection under varying
percentage of malicious users per cell.
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Fig. 7. (a) Mean number of non-corrupted received kbits, and (b) percentage
of wasted capacity under increasing file dimension.

The authentication of the nodes belonging to the multicast
group is managed, in the SeT-D2D protocol, by using the
procedures described by 3GPP in [13]. Furthermore, the appli-
cation of the HMAC to the messages sent by the D2D peers to
the gNB and vice versa guarantees the authentication and the
integrity of the transmitted messages. HMAC envisages the
implementation of a hash function to a particular combination

of the message to be transmitted and the private key known
only by the sender and recipient. In so doing, any modification
to the transmitted message would be easily detectable by the
receiver, for which the verification process of the message
authentication would fail.

Moreover, the SeT-D2D protocol requires that the signature
is implemented by the message senders (i.e., gNB and relay
nodes) in order to certify the origin of the data and guarantee
the non-repudiation of the transmitted messages.

Finally, the assurance of the privacy protection of the users
is obtained by transmitting their SUCI instead of the SUPI for
their identification on the air interface.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the Secure and Trust Device-to-Device (SeT-
D2D) protocol has been defined in order to foster a trusted
multicast service delivery in 5G-oriented networks through
an improved version of the Conventional Multicast Scheme
(CMS) aided by secure D2D communications. The selection
of trustworthy and efficient D2D transmitters is the heart of
our proposal, since both channel conditions of D2D links and
trust parameters affect the procedure carried out to choose
the best relay node for each D2D receiver. Furthermore, data
sent via D2D communications are protected thanks to the
implementation of an encryption algorithm, for which the keys
are generated through a trusted use of the Diffie-Hellman Key
Exchange (DHKE) protocol.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed SeT-
D2D protocol, a simulation campaign has been conducted by
using the Matlab tool. The comparison with other protocols,
which either do not use social trustworthiness to evaluate the
trust of the nodes (i.e., Se-D2D) or do not take into consid-
eration at all trustworthiness (i.e., D2D), shows that SeT-D2D
allows a better management of network resources, ensuring
more efficient data delivery. In fact, SeT-D2D effectively
guarantees a proper selection of trustworthy D2D transmitters,
thanks to the use of a trustworthiness model consistent with
the actual nature of the network nodes.
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Fig. 8. Service trust monitoring in case of on-off attack model with a final attacker activity equal to (a) 30%, (b) 50%, and (c) 80%; vice versa, with an
initial attacker activity equal to (d) 30%, (e) 50%, and (f) 80%.
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Fig. 9. Service trust monitoring in case of irregular attack model.
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